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the EEXI line. Two proofs of this result will be presented; the first uses some set 
theoretk machinery whereas the second relies only on elementary methods. The 
reason for including the first proof is that the idea behind it is more transparent tothe 
intuition, at least o the intuition of those readers familiar with forcing, and hence the 
’ technique might fiisd some‘;atheir applicationsA%ose mad&4 
can skip directly to Theorem 2 and omit the first proof of the imp1 
Lemma I. Let (T, < T) be a ?ree of height 01 such that forcing with (T, C T) adds no 
new countable subsets of the universe. men if F: T =+ R id a function such that for each 
x E T iF”T(x)l> Ko, then F is not continuous. 
Proof. Suppose that F is continuous. Let G be (T, ST) generic over V. Then 0 is a 
cofinal branch of (T, CT) and, because G is a branch, it is easy to see that the 
subspace topology on G is identical to the topology generated on G by the inherited 
orckring. (Note that for arbitrary subsets A G T this is not necessarily the case.) 
Hence G is homeomorphic to w 1” with the order topology. Since nonew countable 
subslets of V trre added in the generic extension itfollows that G is also homeomor- 
phic to 0 ~‘? 
Now qote that he natural bases for the topologies of both T and R are the same in 
V as in V[G]. Since F is continuous in V it follows that it is continuous in V[G] and 
hencle F r G is also continuous. But since every continuous function from ~1 to W has 
countable image it follows from the previous paragraph t at for some x E TX its*G 
is countable. Since forcing with (T, 9~) adds no new countable subsets of V let 
y ~~3 and 2 E [F”Tjno n V such that y It&J = 2 
However, since foi each x E T jF”Tfx)}> No it follows that {z E T: F(z)& 2) is 
dense in (T, )T) in K But then 1 II-PQ P 2!! and so we have a contradiction. 13 
TQmeomm II, If (T, CT) is an mcountable tree, then the following are quiccrlent: 
(a) (T, CT} is Soush. 
(b) Every continuous mapping from T to R has a countable image. 
Prwf. (a) 3 (b). Let I? T + IF& be a mapping which has uncountable image. It will be 
shown that F is not continuous. Let 
r -= {X E T: ~F”T(x)~~N~}. 
Let P* be the set of minimal elements of K Jinx r” IS an antichain it follows that 
Ir*l s HO. First note that lr* can not be max’ PnaE since then 
PT = (U{F”T(X): x E I-*}) U{F(X p (3~ E r*)(~ +y)) 
and this woul,d contradict the fact that IF”T, > NJ. 
chooere z c T such that z is incom ible Wh every element of P*, Then 
ah (T(z), 1~ f T(r)) adds no 
( ) JJ. 
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then* pT(x)l a Mb. Hence, by Lemma 1, Fl T(z) is not continuous and so neither 
ils E 
(a) e (b), Let D(E) = {x E T: diam F”T(x) 6 e) for G ZE 0. It will fkst be shown that 
if e ) 0, then D(E) is dense in T in the sense of a partial order (i,e. (Vx E T) 
(3y e l?(e)) (i y)). To prove this suppose not and let x E ‘II” and c > 0 be such that 
x diarn F”T(y) > E. 
Now construct inductive!.y anticPains A,, n E w which satkfy the following 
requirements: 
(1) each A, is maximal above X, 
(2) for n E Q) if u E A, and ~9 E&+I, then CpP c!, 
(3) fornEcllifcrEA,andj%A ,,+I and a < & then IF@) -F@)) a a&. 
To carp out the induction let A 0 = {x). If A, has been defined let 
E={~ET:~~~EA,, and IF(z) -Fk)! a&}. 
It suffices to show that E is dense above x for then we let A,+l be the minimal 
elements of E. Therefore let w > x and without loss of generality assume that w > cx 
for some eA,. If IF(w)-F( at a&, then w E;‘ E; hence assume that IF(w) - ,I 
F(c&&. Now choose z E. T(w) such that IF(W)-&)I&. Thew 
IF(r)-F(a)(~IF(r)-F(w)l-IF:w)-FIcu)l>~E-aE =&. 
Now, using the fact that T is a Souslin tree, choose u E T such that a - 
lim{a, : n E Q) & a,, E A,,}. By property (3) of the antichains A, F cm not be continu- 
ous at a. Hence for s >O D(s) is dense in T. 
Again using the fact that T is Souslin, it follows that for so;ne 6 E w1 
It follows that F”T = F”T f e + 1 and hence F”T ia countable. 
(b) + (a). Suppose that (T, <T) is not Souslin. Let A s T be an uncountable 
antichain. Without loss of generality assume that A is maximal and that for each 
XEA ht(x)=&+l for some &WI, Then 
{T(i): x ~A)u{{x E T: (3~ EA)(x cry)}} 
is a partition of T into uncountably many clopea sets. .Yt follows that there is a 
continuous mapp of T onto an uncountable discrete space and hence acontinuous 
wit11 umcountahle image. E 
. 
ose trees: for which t 
ib) =+ (a). Let B be a countable clopen #-base. Define F: .k -, iB* by 
It is easy ?o check that F is the desired mapping. U 
lkorlem 4. If (T, CT) is a tree such that 1 Tf 6 tit%, then the f@lI@wkg (TV equivalent: 
(a: There is 6: continuous 1-l mapping from XiW Cuntor Space. 
(b) There is ECI continuous l- 1 maptPing from X into R, 
(c) T has a c;suntable #-base consisting of &pet? sets; 
(da There is din order p%?seWing map frrSm (T (f.T) to R, 
W cd {T,+I: tr <= 01) = U (13”: n < O} wlte* each B,, is an artti&in, 
(f) There is cm order preserving map from (r CT) to (P(w), G), 
(g) There is cgn order preserving map from (T, CT) to (TM, G) where T* = 
{f do: ~<ol and f is I-1). 
Prawf. The cycle of equivalences (d) * (e) =+ (f) =+ (g) + (d) is due to Bau 
and Galvin. The proofs can be found in [I]. @i&on (a) =+ (b) is due. to Canto_ 
and 6l:) * (a) follows from Lemma 3. Ha ces to show (b) =+ (c)and (c) 6% (e). 
[c) :+ (e). Let ?P be a countable clopen #- e for T. If x TV Z’J& for some u let x- 
be th 1 unique predecr:ssor f X. Define, for A E ?P, 
@(A) = (X : x - exists and x E A and r- E A}. 
Since P is a $-base it follows that u{@(A ;T A E !P}= U(To+r: o < ~1). Heace it 
suffio:s to show that each @(A) is the union $Gf countably May antichains, 
To see this let @(-A)(n I= (x E @(A): Ix* n 4 A)j = n), Since each @(A)(n) is clearly 
an arqctichain it suffices to show that for x K b(A), IE n#(A)I < No_ Suppose I$ n 
(A)1 5 NO for some x f #(A). Let {yn: rq <w} ~x”n #(A) be an incressin 
sequence. Since this sequence isbounded atmvti by dl: there must exist some y 6 
(e)*(c). This is a generalization of Lemma 2.4 in [3]. Using the indexing 
technique of Reed and Zeuor let @m : B,, + lR\Q be a l-1 map. Define 
A !?=Uvb>: @ll(x)eqL 
A+dJ{7fx): #&(x)>q}. 
ft is easy to check that {tSI;Q: i E 2, r E : .n, Ew) is tHe desired &base. 
(b) --ir, (c). Let F: T-, ii9 be a continuous 1-l map. Let 6 < o1 be such that 
FW1(Q)< Tre+ 1. It sufkes to find countable cla. ,sen $-bases for T 16 + 1 and 
T\W+l. 
Since 7’16 + 1 clearly s&sties condition (e) it will follow from the implication 
(e) * (c) that Tle + 1 has a countable clopen @base. The fact that T\T r $ + 1 has a 
countable clopen @-base follows from the fact that R\Q has such a base. Cl 
In [ 1] it is shown that he property of being special is not eouiv&nt to any (or all) of a 
the conditions in Theorem 4. P lso notice that even though condition (d) of Theorem 
4 is equivalent to eon&itin (b) it is not necessarily true that the same function will 
witness both con&itions. 
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